A fundamental step in site-specific recombination reactions involves the formation of properly arranged protein-DNA structures termed intasomes. The contributions of various proteins and DNA binding sites in the intasome determine not only whether recombination can occur, but also in which direction the reaction is likely to proceed and how fast the reaction will go. By mutating individual DNA binding sites and observing the effects of various mixtures of recombination proteins on the mutated substrates, we have begun to categorize the requirements for intasome formation in the site-specific recombination system of bacteriophage HP1. These experiments define the binding site occupancies in both integrative and excisive recombination for the three recombination proteins: HP1 integrase, HP1 Cox and IHF. This data has allowed us to create a model which explains many of the biochemical features of HP1 recombination, demonstrates the importance of intasome components on the directionality of the reaction and predicts further ways in which the role of the intasome can be explored.
INTRODUCTION
The tyrosine recombinase family of proteins mediates the joining and separation of multiple fragments of DNA by means of a precisely controlled set of site-specific recombination reactions (1) (2) (3) . The numerous family members are classified by their cellular function, the complexity of their DNA substrates and the proteins required to carry out the reaction. Simple systems, including the Cre recombinase of phage P1 (4), the Flp recombinase of the yeast 2µ plasmid (5) and the Xer proteins found in numerous bacteria (6) , mediate recombination at short sequence-specific pieces of DNA and regulate plasmid copy number, decatenate daughter molecules, or resolve dimeric species in order to properly segregate the DNA during cell division. Considerably more complex substrates are used in many bacteriophage recombination systems, such as that of phage λ, which are required for the insertion and excision of phage DNA from the host bacterial chromosome (7) (8) (9) (10) . In a number of these systems additional host-or phage-encoded proteins are required and more complicated arrangements of protein-binding sites on the DNA are observed. The complexity observed in these systems may be a sign of the requirement for directionality; protein requirements needed for integration of the phage into the host are different from those needed for excision. In fact, in several systems conditions favoring integration inhibit excision, and vice versa.
We are interested in the mechanism and regulation of a complex site-specific recombination system from the Haemophilus influenzae temperate phage HP1. HP1, a member of the P2 family of bacteriophages, integrates and excises from the H.influenzae genome in a reaction superficially analogous to the reaction first studied in bacteriophage λ (9) . The HP1 genome is inserted into a unique site in the host chromosome by a site-specific recombination reaction carried out by the HP1 integrase protein, stimulated by the action of the hostencoded integration host factor (IHF) (11) . The integration substrates are a 500 bp phage attachment site (attP), containing binding sites for integrase and IHF, and an 18 bp host site (attB), which lies at the anticodon stem-loop of a host leucyl-tRNA gene (12) . HP1 is a member of a diverse group of bacteriophages that insert into tRNA genes (13) . The phage carries with it a large region of DNA identical to the host which encodes for the rest of the downstream tRNA operon. Recombination restores the complete tRNA genes, ensuring that they can still be produced after integration. Once recombination takes place, the integrated prophage is flanked by recombinant attL and attR sites, which serve as the substrates for excisive recombination (14) . This reaction again requires HP1 integrase and IHF, but also requires the action of an additional phageencoded protein, Cox (15) .
The actual chemical steps of recombination take place in synaptic complexes, called intasomes, in which the two substrate DNA molecules are held together by integrase and accessory proteins. Little is known about the specific nature of these complexes. In order to understand the mechanism of recombination, it is essential that we identify the structure of these intasomes and determine the differences between the intasome structures utilized for integration and excision. For instance, it is known that HP1 Cox functions by binding to the attL DNA and altering the binding properties of a neighboring integrase-binding site (15) . Presumably, this interaction alters the structure and composition of the intasome to create a complex which favors excision, but inhibits integration. The binding sites for the various recombination proteins involved in HP1 recombination (see Fig. 6 ) have previously been identified (11, 16) . The attP substrate contains six sets of integrasebinding sites (IBS) arranged in pairs of direct or inverted repeats. HP1 integrase has two DNA binding specificities: it binds tightly to type II sites (IBS1, IBS2 and IBS5) and more weakly to type I sites (IBS3, IBS4 and IBS6) (16) . IBS4 is the site at which recombination actually occurs and recombination proceeds between this site and the single type I site, IBSB, in the H.influenzae chromosomal attB site. Two adjacent Cox-binding sites are present in attP, positioned between the IBS4 and IBS5 sites on the attL arm of the substrate (15) , and two IHF-binding sites were identified, one on either side of the site of recombination (11) . Here we describe experiments in which these binding sites were individually mutated and the effects on recombination with the mutated substrates were studied. By observing the effects of mutations at various sites and their differential effect on integration and excision, we propose models for the structure of the HP1 integrative and excisive intasomes. Such models serve as useful templates for future experiments to examine the detailed mechanism of the recombination reaction and may prove valuable in understanding recombination reactions catalyzed by other members of the tyrosine recombinase family.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Proteins and DNA substrates
Highly purified HP1 integrase was obtained from S. Waninger and was purified as previously described (17) . Escherichia coli IHF protein was purified from E.coli K5746 as described (18) . HP1 Cox was purified as previously described (14) ; Cox protein lacking contaminating IHF was produced by expressing the pCOX1 plasmid in E.coli RW1815, which carries a deletion in the gene encoding one of the IHF subunits, and was purified as described (15) . Recombination substrates have been previously detailed; pHPC120 carries the attP segment, pHPC121 carries the attB segment, pHPC122 carries the attL segment and pHPC123 carries the attR segment (15, 16) .
Oligonucleotide primers
Synthetic oligonucleotides used in this study were obtained from Life Technologies. The primers used in the construction of plasmids were: IBS1M, 5′-GATTTCAGTTAATTGACT-TAAGGTTATATTCATTGTTTAAAGACAGG; IBS2M, 5′-CTAGATATTTATAACATACACTTTGTGATCAGTTGA-ATATTATTG; IBS3M, 5′-CGAACCTTCGACCATTAATT-AAAAGTAAACTGCTCTACCGACTG; IBS4M, 5′-CGCC-TCGAAAGGCGATTTATTTTAAATAAAATAGCTAAAC-CAG; IBS5M, 5′-CCCTCTATTTTACTTTATATTGGCTTT-ATGTTTTGTCTTA; IBS6M, 5′-GGGGAAGCTTGTACT-TTTCCCTCTATTTTACTGGC; PPLI5, 5′-CCCTGTATTT-TACTGAATATTGGCTGTATGTTTTGTCTTATATTTAC;  H1M, 5′-AAAATTCACTTTAAAATATTCTACCGGGGTC-GTTAGCTCAGTC; H2M, 5′-GCAATTAATGTTGCTAT-CGGTAATATTTTATACTGGTTTAGC .
Recombination assays
Single time point reactions were carried out in 20 µl volumes containing 50 mM Tris-phosphate, pH 7.5, 15 mM EDTA, 20% glycerol, 6 mM spermidine, 90 mM KCl and 100 fmol (5 nM) each substrate. Linear substrates were cut with restriction endonucleases and radiolabeled using the Klenow fragment of E.coli DNA polymerase I and [ 32 P]dATP as previously described (14) . The specific activity of the radioactive substrates was 500 d.p.m./fmol. A standard integration assay contained 75 ng integrase (60 nM) and 80 ng IHF (150 nM). A standard excision assay contained 180 ng Cox (1 µM), 80 ng IHF (150 nM) and 600 ng integrase (770 nM). After incubation at 37°C for 30 min, 10× stop mix (10% SDS, 0.1% bromophenol blue and 0.1% xylene cyanol) and 1 µl of proteinase K (4 mg/ml) were added, the samples were heated for 15 min at 65°C and the DNA was separated on 1% agarose gels. The gels were stained with ethidium bromide, visualized with an Ambis CCD camera and then dried down onto DE81 paper and exposed to a Fuji BAS1000 imaging plate for 1-2 h. MacBAS software (Fuji) was used to quantitate the substrate and product bands. Reaction rates were measured with time courses of varying lengths. Master recombination reactions were set up, 20 µl aliquots were removed at the required times and the reactions were stopped by addition of 10× stop mix. Rates in fmol product formed per min were determined by calculating the slope of the linear portion of a plot of percent recombination versus time. In general, time points within the first 15 min of the start of the reaction were used to determine reaction rates; in reactions with significantly reduced activity time points of up to 1 h were used.
Construction of attachment sites with mutated binding sites
Mutations introduced into the Cox-binding sites were previously described (15) . Mutations were introduced into the integrase-and IHF-binding sites using one of two methods. The first method, the Transformer Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Clontech), involves the use of two primers; one to eliminate a restriction site and the other to introduce the desired mutation. Additionally, some mutants were constructed using MR-PCR (19) , in which a mutated restriction site is used to select against molecules which fail to receive the desired mutation. The mutations introduced are summarized in Tables 1 (for the IBS sites) and 2 (for the IHF sites). Mutations in IBS1, IBS2 and IBS3 were constructed in attP and in attR using the IBS1M, IBS2M and IBS3M primers, respectively. The IBS4 mutation in attP was introduced with primer IBS4M. A plasmid containing a deletion of the right half (IBS6b) of IBS6 (pPL675) has been described previously (12) . A separate plasmid containing a deletion of the whole IBS6 site (pPL665) was constructed by PCR amplification of the pPL675 template using primer IBS6M. Vector sequences which replaced the deleted regions of the IBS6 sites are indicated in Table 1 . An IBS6b mutant in attL was constructed by recombining pPL675 with wild-type attB, isolating the recombinant product, digesting the DNA with EcoRI and recircularizing the products with T4 DNA ligase. The attL IBS6b mutant was identified by the pattern of bands produced by DraI restriction digestion. An attL plasmid containing a deletion of the entire IBS6 site was constructed by PCR-mediated deletion of the wild-type attL plasmid using primer IBS6M. Double mutations in IBS5 and IBS6, as well as IBS5 and IBS6b, were constructed using the attL IBS6 mutants as the template for MR-PCR mutagenesis using the PPLI5 primer. Mutations were also introduced into the IHF sites of attP, attL and attR. The H1M primer was used to make mutations in the H1 site of attP and attR, while the H2M primer was used to make mutations in the H2 site of attP and attL. The H2 mutant in attL was also combined with the IBS5 mutation through another round of MR-PCR using primer IBS5M.
Retardation on agarose gels
Plasmids containing the attP or attR sites were digested with HindIII and EcoRI and the fragments purified using Magic columns (Promega). DNA fragments (2 µg) were incubated with IHF in 0.1 M Tris-phosphate, pH 7.5, 5 mM EDTA, 0.07 M KCl, 5% glycerol and marker dyes (bromophenol blue/ xylene cyanol). After 15 min at 25°C, the samples were separated by electrophoresis on 2% agarose gels in 0.5× TBE buffer (25 mM Tris, 50 mM boric acid, 2.5 mM EDTA) at 4 V/cm for 2 h. The gel was stained with ethidium bromide, destained and digitized with an Ambis CCD system. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the mutations made in the binding sites as described in Materials and Methods. IBS site mutations (Table 1) were designed to eliminate the strictly conserved GGCG sequence of the type II sites or the SGG sequence of the type I sites. These mutant binding sites were unable to be shifted by integrase in gel retardation experiments and showed no detectable DNase I footprinting, demonstrating that these mutations effectively eliminated integrase binding (data not shown). Because the spacing between the two halves of the IBS6 site differs from that seen in the other sites (9 bp between 8 bp repeats, as opposed to 2 bp in IBS3 and 1 bp in IBS4), we decided to construct mutants with both the entire IBS6 site removed or with just the right half-site removed (referred to as IBS6b) to see if the two half-sites had different effects on recombination. Cox-binding site mutants and gel retardation experiments showing their elimination of Cox binding have been previously described (15) . IHF has a defined binding sequence; computer analysis using an IHF site searching algorithm can predict the relative binding affinity of various IHF-binding sites and mutants (20, 21) . As shown in Table 2 , the mutated H1 and H2 sites are predicted to have <3% of the binding affinity of the wild-type binding sites. Gel retardation analysis of the IHF site mutants demonstrates that the sites failed to bind IHF, as shown in Figure 1 . The wild-type attP substrate shows two IHF-induced shifts (due to binding to a single site or to both the H1 and H2 sites), while the attP H2 mutant exhibits only a single shift (due to the presence of only the wild-type H1 site). The attR H1 mutant is not shifted by IHF, as no functional IHF sites are present on the plasmid.
RESULTS
Introduction of mutations into the recombinant proteinbinding sites
The role of the integrase-binding sites in recombination
The results of integrative recombination assays on the attP IBS mutants are shown in Figure 2A . Mutations in IBS2, IBS4 and IBS5 completely abolish integration. In assays using the mutated IBS2 or IBS5 sites, no detectable recombination was Table 1 
. Mutations introduced into the integrase-binding sites (IBS)
The consensus sequence of the type I and type II integrase-binding sites, the sequences of the 12 individual half-sites and the mutations introduced into the IBS mutants are shown. All of the IBS mutants described in the text, with the exception of IBS6, were made simultaneously in both half-sites (a and b) of the site. The IBS6 mutants were constructed by deleting DNA from the end of the attP fragment by PCR; the sequences indicated are vector sequences which substitute for the IBS6 binding sites. 
IBS2b
ACTGGCGGTT ACTGtatGTT
IBS5a
ACTGGCGATT ACTttatATT
IBS5b
GCTGGCGGTT GCTttatGTT
Consensus ACTGGCGRTW
IBS4a
AGGGATTT AtttATTT
IBS4b
TGGGATTT TtttATTT
IBS3a
ACGGATTA AttaATTA
IBS3b
GCGGACTT GtttACTT
IBS6a
AAGGATTT Agcttgcc
IBS6b
AGGGATTA ggtcataa
Consensus AGGGATTW Consensus WWWCAAnnAnTTR observed even after overnight incubation. The lower limit of detection of this assay is estimated to be <0.2% recombination.
Substrates containing the IBS1 mutation produced a very small but detectable amount of activity, ∼6% that of wild-type, while substrates containing the IBS3 mutation maintained 82% of wild-type activity. The loss of IBS6b had no effect on the reaction, while loss of the whole of the IBS6 site eliminated all but 2% of wild-type activity. The effects of the IBS mutations on the excision reaction were investigated next. The right side of Figure 2A shows the activity of IBS mutants in attL in reactions with wild-type attR. As we have previously shown, mutation of IBS5 dramatically enhances the amount of excision; this mutation mimics the removal of integrase from IBS5, which is normally carried out by the Cox protein (15) . Deletion of both repeats of the IBS6 site eliminates all excision activity, whether IBS5 is wild-type or mutated. However, removal of the IBS6b half-site only reduces the level of excision 2-fold, again independent of the mutation status of IBS5. Figure 2B shows the effects on excision of mutants in attR, using wild-type attL or IBS5 mutant attL as substrate. In both sets of data it is clear that the loss of IBS2 completely eliminated excision. Also, as in integration, the loss of IBS3 had minimal effect; in excisive recombination, the mutated IBS3 substrate was recombined at a rate equivalent, within error, to the wild-type substrate. The effects of IBS1 mutations were less dramatic in excision than in integration. Loss of IBS1 reduced activity by slightly more than 2-fold. As expected, there were no qualitative differences between the results seen with IBS5 mutant attL and wild-type attL.
Requirement for IHF in HP1 recombination
Unlike integration carried out by phage λ Int, HP1 integrative recombination does not require the presence of IHF (16) . Instead, IHF has a significant stimulatory effect on the reaction, as shown in Figure 3A . Over a broad range of IHF concentrations integrative recombination is stimulated up to 5-fold over reactions carried out in the absence of IHF. Initial results suggested that IHF was also not required for excisive recombination. As shown by the first column of Table 3 , our original data seemed to suggest that addition of IHF had no effect on the levels of excisive recombination. However, quite different results were seen when samples of 3 H-labeled Cox were used in the assay. The purification of this protein included a step in which guanidine hydrochloride was used to denature the protein and thus it was possible that our original preparations of Cox contained a contaminant which was no longer present in these differentially purified samples. When overloaded on an SDS-polyacrylamide gel, our original Cox protein clearly showed a contaminating doublet of 12 kDa proteins representing <2% (w/w) of the total protein. N-terminal sequencing showed that these contaminants were in fact the two subunits of E.coli IHF. Using a strain deleted for one of the IHF subunits (E.coli RW1815), Cox extracts were produced which were free of contaminating IHF, and the results of excision assays using this protein are shown in the right column of Table 3 . It is clear from this data that IHF in fact has a dramatic effect on the excision reaction. Unlike integration, which proceeds to a limited extent in the absence of IHF, no detectable excision activity was observed in the absence of IHF. Stimulation by IHF, however, required only very low levels of the protein; saturation of the effect occurred around 20-30 nM IHF (Fig. 3B) . Curiously, in the presence of sub-optimal levels of integrase, IHF produced a low, but reproducible, level of inhibition at concentrations >150 nM, while in the presence of optimal levels of integrase, IHF continued to slightly stimulate the reaction at high concentrations.
The role of the IHF-binding sites in recombination
The results of integration assays with substrates containing IHF site mutations are shown in Figure 4A . Mutation of the H2 site appears to have little effect on the integration reaction, but removal of the H1 site nearly eliminates IHF stimulation of integration. In the presence of a mutated H1 site, the reaction is stimulated less than 2-fold by IHF; levels of IHF up to 2 µM do not further stimulate the reaction (data not shown). The effects of the IHF site mutations on excision are shown in Figure 4B . The substrate containing a mutation in the H2 site was completely unable to support excision; even after 6 h, no recombination product was detected. Recombination with attR containing a mutated H1 site produced a 2-to 3-fold reduction in excision rate compared to wild-type attR. In addition, as shown in Figure 5 , the substrate with a mutation in the H1 site showed a slight inhibition by high concentrations of IHF at sub-optimal integrase levels; this effect is identical to that seen with the wild-type substrates (see Fig. 3B ), suggesting that this phenomenon is related to IHF binding at the H2 site and not to interactions at H1.
DISCUSSION
Mutation of the binding sites for the three recombination proteins has allowed us to determine the regions necessary for integrative and excisive recombination in HP1. These data are graphically summarized in Figure 6 , which separates the sites into four categories based on the observed effects of binding site mutations: required if mutation eliminates all recombination activity; stimulatory if some, but not all, recombination activity is lost; dispensable if >80% of the wild-type level of recombination remains; inhibitory if mutation of a site enhances recombination activity.
HP1 integrase is the protein directly involved in the chemistry of the recombination reaction and is the only one of the three proteins with any known catalytic activity. In addition, HP1 integrase is intimately involved in formation of the proper protein-DNA structures, known as intasomes, which are needed for recombination and which in some way must control the directionality of recombination. From the data in Figure 2 it is clear that other than IBS4, where the actual cleavage and strand exchange reactions occur, only IBS2 is completely essential for both integration and excision. Presumably, this site is vitally important for forming the basic structure of the reactive intasome. However, since its effect is seen equally in both integration and excision, IBS2 is unlikely to affect directionality. IBS5, on the other hand, is clearly a determinant of directionality. In the absence of IBS5, integration does not occur; in fact, inhibition of integration by Cox occurs through Cox-mediated abrogation of integrase binding at IBS5. However, IBS5 is not required for excision and, in fact, is inhibitory to excisive recombination, as shown by the dramatic increase in excision activity in the absence of an active IBS5 site (15) . This implies a role for integrase binding at IBS5 in the formation of a protein-DNA structure which somehow favors integration but which is detrimental to excision. The roles of IBS1 and IBS6 are less clear; both show differential effects on integration and excision, but are at least partially dispensable for activity. These data also show that IBS3 is completely dispensable for both integrative and excisive recombination. The IBS3 site lies in a region of homology between attP and the host DNA which contains the operon of three tRNA genes into which HP1 inserts itself. HP1 integrates into the IBS4 site, which lies in the anticodon stemloop of the tRNA Leu gene. The DNA making up the IBS3 site lies in the anticodon stem-loop of the neighboring tRNA Lys gene, implying that it may simply be a fortuitous binding sequence and is not actually used in the reaction. The sequence has most likely remained intact because mutations in this sequence could destroy the structure and activity of the essential tRNA Lys gene. We have never observed integration into the IBS3 site either in vitro or in vivo, which suggests that the subtle difference in DNA sequence of IBS3 or the slight alteration in half-site spacing (1 bp between 8 bp repeats in IBS4, 2 bp between repeats in IBS3) must provide a very high level of specificity against recombination at IBS3 (D.Esposito and J.J.Scocca, unpublished observations). It is also possible, as our model may suggest, that formation of an active intasome at IBS3 might be prohibited by the spacing and orientation of the other protein-binding sites. Surprisingly, IHF appears to provide an additional source of directional control in the HP1 recombination reaction. The data in Figure 4 offer evidence that the presence or absence of IHF at the H2 site acts as another determinant of directionality. The H2 mutation in attL completely eliminates excision, therefore, IHF must be bound at H2 for excision to proceed. In the integrative reaction, loss of IHF binding at H2 has a negligible effect on the reaction. The unlikely possibility that Cox binding could stimulate binding of IHF to H2, in much the same way that λ Xis affects the binding of IHF to a neighboring site (22, 23) , was also examined. The H2 site lies adjacent to the Cox site, but unlike the situation observed with Figure 4 . Effect of IHF-binding site mutations on integrative and excisive recombination. (A) Standard integration time courses using supercoiled attP and linearized attB were carried out at varying IHF concentrations using 100 nM integrase and taking time points at 0, 10, 20 and 30 min. The rate of integration was plotted against IHF concentration for the reaction with wildtype attP (circles), the reaction with attP mutated at H1 (squares) and the reaction with attP mutated at H2 (triangles). Each data point is the average of three separate determinations; error bars represent the standard deviation of the values. (B) Standard excision time courses using supercoiled attL and linearized attR were carried out at varying IHF concentrations using 800 nM integrase and 1 µM Cox and taking time points at 0, 5, 10, 15 and 30 min. The rate of integration was plotted against IHF concentration for the reaction with wildtype IHF sites (circles), the reaction with a mutant H1 site in attR (squares) and the reaction with a mutant H2 site in attL (triangles). In the case of the mutant H2 site, no detectable excisive recombination was observed, indicating a rate of recombination of <0.02 fmol/min. Figure 5 . H1 IHF site mutants still inhibit at high IHF levels and low integrase concentrations. This set of excision reactions contains supercoiled attL with an IBS5 mutation and linearized attR containing an H1 mutation. The percent recombination at varying IHF concentrations is shown. Cox was present at 1 µM in these reactions and integrase was present at either 1410 nM (squares) or 300 nM (triangles).
integrase at IBS5, there is no overlap of DNase I footprints between Cox and IHF bound at H2. Experiments using DNase I failed to detect any effect on the IHF occupancy of the H2 site in the presence of Cox (data not shown). The use of IHF to control directionality may represent a means of introducing cell cycle control on recombination. It has been shown that IHF levels in the cell vary depending on both growth conditions and growth stage (24, 25) . It is possible that the requirement for H2 binding for excision ensures that during exponential growth, when cellular levels of IHF are lowest, excision is inhibited, but during stationary phase, when IHF levels rise nearly 10-fold, excision can occur. Generally, it is believed that temperate phages prefer to stay integrated under conditions that favor cell growth; this enables the phage to be vertically transmitted to large numbers of progeny cells with no effort on its part. However, if growth conditions become poor, cells are unlikely to divide and may even begin to die. In this case, the phage may favor the excision pathway as a means of escaping death of the cell. IHF levels could be used to sense the state of cellular health and allow the phage to take this route.
Taken together, these data allow us to formulate a preliminary model of intasome formation in HP1 recombination. A number of facts are known about the binding of HP1 integrase to its binding sites. First, integrase in solution exists primarily in monomeric form under normal reaction conditions; however, gel retardation and equilibrium sedimentation experiments have shown that integrase is capable of forming dimers and tetramers through highly cooperative interactions (S.Waninger and J.J.Scocca, manuscript in preparation). The current data suggest that single integrase monomers bind sequentially and cooperatively to an IBS site, producing a complex with two protomers of integrase and one DNA dyad. In addition, HP1 integrase is capable of bridging two different types of binding sites. In phage λ recombination, the λ Int protein has been shown to bind core and arm sites (analogous to type II and type I sites in HP1) with two different binding regions on the same Int protein (26) . Proteolysis and footprinting experiments with HP1 integrase also confirm that it can bind both type I and type II binding sites, bridging one type I and one type II IBS sites (16) . Finally, we must note that the IBS2 and IBS5 sites are unique among the HP1 IBS sites in that they are direct repeats. It is unlikely that a dimer of integrase is capable of binding simultaneously to type I and type II sites with opposite orientations, but instead a dimer presumably must bridge a leftwarddirected type I repeat and a leftward-directed type II repeat or two rightward-directed repeats. The symmetry observed in the crystallographic dimer of the HP1 integrase C-terminal region also predicts this mode of binding (27) . Therefore, our model must take into account the interactions of integrase molecules bridging a direct and inverted repeat.
The basic model for the formation of the integrative intasome is shown in Figure 7 . The model shows the synapsis of a complex of protein-bound attP with an unbound attB site. The attP DNA contains a DNA loop on the left (attR) arm mediated by IHF binding at the H1 site, which brings the IBS2 and IBS4 sites into proximity to each other (Fig. 7A) . Since IBS2 is a direct repeat and IBS4 is an inverted repeat, only a half-site of each can be bridged by integrase. IBS5, the other vital site for integration, can then be aligned with IBS4 by forming a loop in the DNA on the other side of the attachment site (the attL arm). This will bring the IBS5 right half-site adjacent to the unoccupied half-site of IBS4, and the similar orientation of the repeats will allow another molecule of integrase to bridge these two sites. This leaves one half-site of IBS2 and one half-site of IBS5 free. Due to the high cooperativity of integrase binding, these sites would presumably be occupied by additional integrase from solution. These newly bound integrase protomers will have a free type I binding site available and can be used to recruit attB DNA (Fig. 7B) . The core intasome thus constructed will be made up of an integrase tetramer and four IBS sites. Viewed from the top (Fig. 7C) , this structure clearly allows synapsis of the two recombining strands (those containing IBS4 and IBSB). Such a model also explains the absolute requirement in integration for IBS2 and IBS5, which are both essential to forming the proper structure. The remainder of the attP intasome is held together by bridging of the inverted repeat sites of IBS1 and IBS6. Mutation of either of these sites is extremely detrimental to the reaction, which suggests that formation of this bridge is a key factor in stabilizing the structure of the integrative intasome.
Though Figure 7A and B seems to suggest that a significant amount of DNA looping must occur between IBS4 and IBS5 in order to form the final structure, this is more a result of viewing the complex in two dimensions from the side. The top view in Figure 7C demonstrates that if the type I and type II sites are Figure 6 . A graphical summary of the requirements for HP1 recombination. The recombination protein-binding sites in the HP1 attachment sites are shown, and the requirements for either integration (top) or excision (bottom) are shown. Percentages represent the amount of activity obtained in experiments using substrates mutated at the given site. The percentage indicated for IBS6 represents the complete deletion of both half-sites; the percentage of activity remaining when IBS6b alone was deleted is shown in parentheses. Circles schematically represent the strength of the requirement for bound protein at a given site. Black circles represent a completely required site while gray circles signify sites which stimulate recombination. Open circles represent sites which when mutated still produce levels of activity >80% of wild-type; these are identified as dispensable sites. Open squares represent sites which when bound by protein are inhibitory to recombination. not colinear then the looping required is actually quite minimal. It is likely that integrase binding at type II IBS sites is capable of producing some level of DNA bending, as suggested by hypersensitivity to DNase I cleavage observed at these sites (16) ; it is possible that such bending could provide enough distortion to form this loop. Another explanation may be that the required supercoiling of attP permits the IBS5 site to 'slither' into the proper position for interaction with IBS4. The bridging of sites 1 and 6 could then produce enough force to trap the core intasome into the required structure.
A similar model can be proposed for the excisive recombination reaction, as shown in Figure 8 . Excisive recombination requires the formation of two separate intasomes, one on attL and one on attR. Since the binding requirements for attR in excision are identical to the binding requirements for the left half of the attP site for integration, the attR structure in the excision model (Fig. 8A ) is identical to that arm of attP in integration. Looping of the DNA by IHF bound at H1 allows bridging of the IBS2 and IBSR sites, which are held together by interactions at a single half-site. The attL structure, however, looks quite different from its integration counterpart (Fig. 8B) . During formation of the attL intasome, Cox binding prohibits binding of integrase to IBS5 (15) . With IBS5 unoccupied, and no other type II integrase-binding sites present on attL, there can be no bridging structure formed on this substrate. Instead, we believe that the binding of Cox and the required IHF bound at H2 must impart the necessary structure to this complex. This may also explain why in vitro a supercoiled attL substrate produces much higher activity than a supercoiled attR substrate; the supercoiling may assist in the formation of the attL intasome or may help to stabilize it after the proteins are bound. In addition to the ability of IHF to bend DNA, evidence suggests that Cox can also strongly distort the structure of DNA when it binds (15) . Most known helix-turnhelix proteins create significant DNA bends (28, 29) , and the appearance of strong enhancements of DNase I cleavage at the two ends of the Cox-binding sites predicts that the DNA is dramatically distorted upon binding.
When the two excision substrates come together (Fig. 8C) , the integrase bound at IBSL can bridge the appropriately oriented free half-site on IBS2, while the IBS1 and IBS6 sites can form a bridge similar to the one predicted for integration in Figure 7 . Interestingly, IBS6 is completely essential for excision, while in integration its absence still permits very low levels of recombination. This may suggest that the role of IBS6 in helping to synapse the attR and attL complexes in trans is essential, whereas synapsis in cis is needed for integration to occur, at low frequency, by either non-specific binding or random collisions. HP1 integrase is the only tyrosine recombinase studied so far which contains additional low affinity (type I or λ core-like) binding sites other than those present at the site of synapsis. The essential role of IBS6 in bridging the trans synapsis may be unique to this system because the HP1 attL site during excision, lacking integrase at IBS5, contains no bound high affinity integrase binding sites which could otherwise assist in bridging interactions.
After the initial stage of synapsis the remaining unbound half-sites on IBSL and IBSR would likely be quickly filled by free integrase protomers from solution to form the final excision-competent intasomes. This offers an explanation for the higher levels of integrase needed for excision as compared to integration. If the attR and attL substrates form as pictured in Figure 8 , two independent complexes containing mostly 'unbridged' integrase are present, whereas in integration nearly all of the integrase-binding sites are involved in bridging interactions and less integrase protomers would be required. One important feature of the excision reaction is that excision in vivo is actually a cis event, though we model it in vitro as a trans synapsis. In the phage, the attL and attR sites are separated by 32 kb of DNA. It is easy to assume that this large stretch of DNA allows the two attachment sites to act independently as if they were in trans. However, it is possible that other factors come into play in vivo which might assist or affect synapsis of the attL and attR sites. Further investigation will be needed in order to clarify this issue.
The models presented here are completely compatible with information gleaned from detailed structural studies of the related tyrosine recombinase (Cre) from bacteriophage P1. The structure of Cre bound to Holliday junction DNA shows the presence of four monomers of Cre binding to a synapsed set of two loxP sites, which contain a total of four individual Cre-binding sites (30, 31) . This DNA is functionally equivalent to the four type I binding sites in a synapsed IBS4-IBSB complex, which we presume are bound by four monomers of HP1 integrase. In the case of Cre, the monomers are held together by protein-protein interactions which are established by contacts of the C-terminal helix of one monomer with a hydrophobic cleft on the adjacent monomer in a head-to-tail fashion. The tail of each monomer interacts with its neighboring monomer in a circular pattern, with the tail of monomer 1 binding to the cleft of monomer 2, the tail of monomer 2 with the cleft of monomer 3, and so on. In contrast, the crystal structure of the HP1 integrase dimer contains two integrase monomers bound together, with the tail of monomer 1 bound to monomer 2 and the tail of monomer 2 bound to monomer 1 (27) . Whether the HP1 integrase is capable of reorganizing its multimerization contacts to form a Cre-like structure or whether two dimers of HP1 integrase have additional proteinprotein contacts which allow them to synapse is unclear. A plausible hypothesis is that Cre requires complex circular multimerization because those are the only contacts holding the synapsed DNA together. In HP1, the other domain of the integrase is bound to type II sites and these tight interactions may be the driving force for synapsis. Our model, in which Int 'partners' bound to a single type I site are bound to different type II sites, predicts that this is the case. This kind of multisite interaction may also provide a higher level of control which will ensure that recombination occurs only at the correct time and in the correct direction.
